A microfluidic respiratory assist device with high gas permeance for artificial lung applications.
One of the principal challenges in artificial lung technology has been the ability to provide levels of oxygen and carbon dioxide exchange that rival those of the natural human lung, while mitigating the deleterious interaction between blood and the surface of the synthetic gas exchange membrane. This interaction is exacerbated by the large oxygenator surface area required to achieve sufficient levels of gas transfer. In an effort to address this challenge, microfluidics-based artificial lung technologies comprising stacked microchannel networks have been explored by several groups. Here we report the design, fabrication and initial testing of a parallel plate multilayered silicone-based microfluidic construct containing ultrathin gas exchange membranes, aimed at maximizing gas transfer efficiency while minimizing membrane-blood contact area. The device comprises a branched microvascular network that provides controlled wall shear stress and uniform blood flow, and is designed to minimize blood damage, thrombosis and inflammatory responses seen in current oxygenators. Initial testing indicates that flow distribution through the multilayer structure is uniform and that the thin membrane can withstand pressures equivalent to those expected during operation. Oxygen transfer using phosphate buffered saline as the carrier fluid has also been assessed, demonstrating a sharp increase in oxygen transfer as membrane thickness is reduced, consistent with the expected values of oxygen permeance for thin silicone membranes.